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ABSTRACT
Three hypotheses concerning the problems of

disadvantaged children developed during the 1960s: (1). they are
deprived; (2) they are deficient in certain skills and knowledge; and
(3) they are not so much deprived or deficient as they are different,
with strengths that should be respected and maximized. These
hypotheses provide-a background for four questions concerning early
childhood education: (1) What kinds of-goals make sense? Are we
committed to academic goals, which involve fulfilling requirements
and getting good scoresor-intellectual- goalsw-which involve inquiry
and experimentation? (2) What do we have-to do to accomplish these
goals? Open classrooms, in which students-. pursue their own interests
and acquire skills-as tools with which to study their environment,
are recommended. Behavior modification techniques should be used only
with knowledge of the reasons for the .behaviors exhibited. (3) What
qualities of teachers are needed to realize these goals? .To be
effective, teachers must be both. warm and strong. (4).What
administrative-qualities must exist to meet these goals? The
qualities of the administrationleadership style,
-friction/suppcirtivenessare reflected in interaction between
teachers and students. (KM)-
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introduction

ing the 1950's the main focus of educational effort in the Ilniterl

Mates was the improvement of the quality of education. After the launching

of snutnik we had the National Defense Education Act; we began to introduce

new math and science curricula into schools and began instruction of

foreign languages even in the elementary grades.

In the 1960's we turned our attention to a far more serious problem,

equality of education, and we are a long way from a solution to that

1

problem. The major thrust in education for the 1970's appears to be econotny

and may .take us until the 19.80.'5 to real that. economy will undo the

very slender gains we have just begun to make in both the quality and equality

f education.

In the 1960's, when early childhood education got its big push, we

had some favorite hypotheses concerning the problems of disadvantaged

children. I refer to them as the three "D's." The first hypothesis was

that the children of the poo -of all ethnic groupswere doprivcd, What

we did then was to develop all sorts of early childhood programs designed

to provide enrichment. We then had the second "D," the deficiency hypothesis,

which explained the problems of poor children in terms of specific skill

and knowledge deficiencies for which instructional programs were developed.

By now we are well into the period-Of the third "D": that child en

of the poor are not so much deprived or deficient as they are different.

They have strengths of their on which are to be respected and maximized,

and programs are designed to build on these strengths and to expose the

Child to the mainstream of America. It is my imeression that all three

hypotheses are valid to some extent. With these observations a

would like to raise four questions.

ackground,



The Problem

The first important question is what. kinds of goals make sense?

would like to suggest a distinction hot- _,en academic goals and intellectual
.7_

goals. Academic goals have to do with achievement, getting good scores on

tests, learning the role of pupil. At the university level they mean

completing the right number of units, fulfilling the requirements, and

obtaining degrees. Academic goals have no enduring value; they are-tied

to the institutional aspects of education. On the other hand, intellectual

'goals have to do with being an inquirer, an experimenter, an explorer, a.

question-asker. -The intellectual goal is to acquire the role of learner

rather than of pupil. There are differences in-motivational emphases

associated with these goals also Program which have academic. als are

concerned with motivation to -achieve; programs with intellectual goals focus

on motivation to learn.

This distinction between the academic and intellectual goals may seem

like a fine distinction, but it-represents A major schism in the field of

early education. Most of us upon serious thought realize that we are

basically committed to intell ctual goals; but we allow the academic goals

to become ends-in themselvesoften:in ways that stultify intellectual

growth.

Educators do not really make'decisions about goals. In a country like

ours, where education is a public responsibility, the goals of education are

decided-upon-by. "society," at least, by the most vocal segments of .that

-society. In order for-educators- to.haVe.a -voice in setting goals for the

education of children, we must do a great -deal more to inspire public con-

fidence inus.

Another aspect the problem of goal that early childhood

education has.been oversold. We have exaggerated the power of early



experiences to determine and to predict lister development. Thi

difficult to admit when you are a specialist in early. education! But

we simply cannot be certain that we can teach a child something at the

age of 3 or 4 years that will last him all his life. Tn the same

we know that a pregnant woman needs a good diet for the new organism

to be healthy. But this prenatal care does not mean that the child

.can't get _rickets when he's 4 or 6 years old. He needs optimum nutrition

all through his growth, all through the crucial years of development.

There is no way to give children experiences in the preschool period which

will protect them from all later catastrophes. The converse of this

position is also true: if you meet a. child at the age of 10 whose develop-

ment is not going well, You can still help him and set his growth off to

a better course. Development is not as irreversible. as we had once

believed. You cannot really predict from early experience much about what

a child will be like later, unless the child's environment, particularly

interpersonal environment, stays the same. l am suggesting that early

education is very important, but it is not more important than all later

education.

Returning to the interpersonal environment, the most continuous and

constant impact upon a child's environment is made by parents. They have

a way of staying around and hammering away at the same old things ! Parents

do have long-range impacts on their children, so it seems to me that one of

our goals has to be to inspire a parent-to have confidence ih his child,

The deep-down-confidence a parent has the future, of his child will carry

him a long way. First grade reading methods will not! Remember that we

must demonstrate to parents that their children have a chance to succeed

in coping with-life. 1 ,cannot imagine anything more disheartening than an
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expectation of hopelessness and fail one's own child. If we can do

something substantive to increase parent' confidence in their children's

future, we will have done a great deal for their children.

The Qualities of Programs

When we have agreed upon which goals make sense, then we can take

the next question: What do we have to do to make these things happen'? I

would like to explore this question briefly in terms of qualities of programs.

The classroom ought to he an open one. Let me add quickly that
22e_11

does not mean 21-111L'I. A magnificant example of this is what is happening

in about 300 of the Infant (S-7 years old) Schools in England. Very

exciting things are going on in these classes--even in very old buildings,

with little modern equipment or materials. These classrooms are open in-

the sense that children may pursue their own spontaneous interests, but they

are not open in terms of standards. The children are encourages and expected

to explore. their own interests with great care. Attention is given to

Accuracy, to detail, to aesthetic form, with the thoroughness appropriate

to their 'gas. Children are expected to do whatever interests them, but

to do so extremely well. The children certainly seem to get great saris-

faction from their work, and they work very hard,

In these open claS

by children as toe

ems reading, writing,and mathematics are acquired

s with which t Ludy their nvironme t They do not use

the environment for the purpose of studying reading and mathematics. This

is a subtle but significant distinction in apprdaches to early-education.

Another point_concerns the distinction between children having fun

versus getting satisfaction. We must organize classroom environments so

that young children can get satisfaction from hard v rk,'from-problem solving,



ring, inquiring, construeting, and thinking. I am not against fun! But.

in eai ildhood education we seem to have exaggerated the role cf fun

(and ecstasy) in the child's experience. Teachers and designers of cv

type of curriculum model say, "The children are having a ball." I am sus-

picious of that kind of evaluation. We cheat young children when we fail

to engage them with us in the solid and SatisfVing processes of creating,

constructing, problem-posing, and problem-solving. This qualitative dis-

ion seems very striking to me when olerving the modern Infant Schools

in Britain. Educators must always be careful not to confuse. enthusiasm

with learning!

We are experiencing great pressure in early education to use what we

cal: reinforcement or behavior modification techni . One of the most

important facts about reinforcing techniques is that they "work." Because

they "work," thL question of goals becomes very important. Most of us who

are veteran early childhood educators find this approach to early education

distasteful; we prefer a dynamic view of behavior acid development. How-

ever, just because we talk about the dynamics of development does not_mean

that we are not, in fact, reinforcing, extinguishing, and shaping behavior!

Is it really more virtuous to reinforce behavior without identifying or

ecifying which behaviors they are? What is of greater concern to me is

that these powerful techniques `for shaping the behaviors of young children

are used without sufficient consideration for the meaning of behavior,

Let's take as an example the disrUptive child. If there are three children,

alk being disruptiVe, you might find three different meanings for these

behaviors. One child might behave this way because he has been reinforced

:14
for this behavicir in the past. Another child, engaging in the same behavior
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might be expressing an emotional injury of some kindanxieties or fears he

ving to cope with. Another child, showing the same behavior, might

simply lack knowledge or skill for an alternative wa of behaving: ne one

has soci tl ized him toward' a more appropriate behavior for the s tuati

Now for these three different genotypes; i.e., different gen_ of

same behavior, different treatments are needed. Only for the first

type is behavior modification a suitable teaching method. The undesirable

behavior can be extinguished. For the second genotype--an emotional

injury -- behavior modification 11 "work," the behavior will go, but the

-injury will still be there, a new manifestation will appear, and the injury

will take its toll another way. For this child, a cathartic experience is

needed; a chance to express his fears or anxieties while he acquires new

skills. For the third genotype, inadequate socialization, the child needs

teacher; straightforward guidance in how to solve the problem at hand more

effectively. He does not need operant conditioning, he simply needs some

teaching. After all, this is what teaching is about: helping the learner,

at whatever age or stage, in such a way that he can solve the problems he

meets when you are not there!

The Qualities of Teacher

Another question I want to raise is: What qualities of teachers are needed

--to realize the goals we have. In early education we have four role models.

In the past, a major one was the maternal modelthe teacher who kept

children safe, comfortable, happy and perhaps amused, and generally sub-

stituted 'for the mother. This model was not sufficiently stimulating for

children. We have also had a therapeutic model, emphasizing children's

needs for expression and understanding. We now s -eem to have a division

between two other role models: the instructional and facilitator models.



The instructionaLmodel is the

information giver, tas

Iditional approach to teaching as

tier, and kill-drill supervisor.

The teacher of the open classroom probably exemplifies a little of
all three of the models mentioned above, but she is primarily facilitator

of learning. She has e responsibility of alerting the child to those

events and p

interes t_

enomena in his environment which are potentially int_uctive,

-g, and worth knowing about. She also makes demands and sets

expectations for children concerning how they address their energies

instructive phenomena. This combination of being both encouraging and

exacting to he very difficult for our teachers to grasp.

these

seems to me that teachers must exemplify all those qualities which

they wish to stimulate in children. This sounds like a cliche, but is

nevertheless impo ant. Wherever I go, I ask teachers what they want to

happen to the children they work with Invariably they give me-Four

goals: they want children to love learning; (2) they want children to

have a positive self-image; they want children to realize their full

potentials; (4) they want &liken to-learn to get along with others.

If this is what we, as teachers, want for our children,_ then we mu

exemplify these qualities. So we might ask- ourselves: Do we really love.

learning? . Now does this show? How much, learning (or changing) do we do?

HoW hard do we seek knowledge? low curious are we? _Do we find the

universe interesting'

l we want children

to have them -too

to haVe positive self-images, it may help for

hard nowadays. Teachers are targets, and

with our recent publicity under the heading Murder in the Schoolroom,

Death at an Early Age, Why Children Fail, et-c-. we are unlikely to feel

very positive about ourselves or work.



Teachers must be able to combine two important personal'qualities in

order to realize their goals. They must be both warm and strong in the

relations with children. One of these qualities alone will not help children

learn. To he loving and kind is not enough for a child to grow on.

Children can only grow on the love of someone they can look up to, and they

cannot look up to someone they can walk over. The young child needs a

teacher who is caring, warm, and sensitive, but who ca

upon him. Do not make demands upon children you do no

that is tyranny and tyranny is not good for children.

ualities of System

make demand

e for, because

The last-question I want to aise is 41 'hat of the system

or administration have to exist in order to make our goals happen? I think

it can be supported from research that the leadership style of the admini-

strator (supervisor, project coordinator, or superintendent) can.he seen

quite precisely by observing how teachers interact with their children and

their colleagues. If an administrator doesn't like the way a teacher is

relating to her colleagues or her -children, he should ask himself if this

is not an extension of his own leadership ,style! There may be more transfer

than we wish to admit.

Another factor of importance. hem. is a dimension called administrative

smoothnes -versus-fricion. In many schools a great deal of time and energy

is lot-in squabbling, in-fighting, and petty. arguments. This seems especially

true of programs which must suffer the uncertainties -of year -to -year funding.

If- it is true that there is continuity in the friction generated-at

upper administrative- levels all the way down to the young children, then

they .are the powerless victims of adult frustration. The point is that

the children- eannotput a stop to this-. Adults have to break the -flow of



bitterness and friction. Where there is administrative friction, the parties

involved must rise abol. e it and-get t© work on behalf of the young child

who depends entirely upon adults to provide experiences to grow on: I Might

add here that the revers` sequence is also true: when you See successful

and productive relations between teachers and children,' you can invariably

find administrative support and smoothness. After all, an administrator

important; when his work is good, he makes it possible for the

really important- things to happen!

It may help those who have direct responsibility for teachers to think

of teachers as having at least -f6ur developmental stages For the first

_tag- that of the new teacher, the main task is to find out whether she

can survive, whether shwa can manage the classroom without major catastrophes.

At this stage she needs direct support, guidance, and encouragement in

context. In stage two, perhaps a year or trore -later when sb., -feels sure

she can manage and has been accepted by her colleagues, she begins to

ask questions about individual problem children; she wants-to know if her

children are learning and wants help with those questions: There is hope-

fully a third stage, perhaps by .5 years, when die feels tired-of doing the_

same old things and wants to,know

techniques, materials,and curriculum. in general. At this stage she needs

opportunit!_es.to attend workshops and conferences and exchange ideas with

about new ideas, new developments in

others. At maturity, some time after 5 years, teachers become interested

in their philosoiihical and historical roots. big questions about the hature

of childhood and learning are raised. From this-brief-outline of stages-,

you can see that our traditional t aeher-training curricula a

if not irrelevant

e upside-down,



1- really believe that most teachers want to do well, want to help-

. children, want to succeed, want to enjoy and be proud of-their-work.

Whatever part administrators can play in supporting and strengthening their

efforts will ultimately help. tho children. who depend so.totally upon

Summary

Schools are better now than they have .ever been, but they are still

unworthy of our Children. There is much to be done. Let us not defend

our failures nor drain our energy by placing biame This is what I call

the "Blame

10

Drain"! Let's do -our own jobs well and -each...out four an. alliance

1 those who work on other aspects of the total context of ed

remembering at all times to our eyes en



POSTSCRIPT

The Educational Resources Information Center Early Childhood Education

Clearinghouse (ERIC/ECE) is one of a system of 20 clearinghouses sponsored by

the United. States Office of Education to provide the educational community

with information about current research and developments in the field of

education. The clearinghouses, each focusing on a specific area of education,

(such as early childhood, reading, linguistics, and exceptional children),

are located at universities and institutions throughout the United States.

The clearinghouses search systematically to acquire current, significant

documents relevant to education. These research studies, speeches, conference

proceedings

and published

curriculum guideSi and other publications are abstracted, indeXed

rch in Education (RIE), a monthly journal. RIE is

available-at libraries,'_or may be ordered-from the Superintendent of Documents

U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C. 20402.

Another-ERIC publication is Cu ent- Index-to ournals_in Education

a monthly guide to periodical literature which cites al-tioles in more than

560 journals and magazines in-the field of education. Articles are indexed

by subject, author, and journal contents', CIJE is available at libraries, or

by subscription from CCM InfOrmation-Cornoration

York 10022.

The Early Childhood Education Clearinghou- -(ERIC

909 Third Avenue, New York

a free, current awareness

SCE) also distributes

newsletter which singles out RIE and CIJE articles

special interest, and reports on _new books, articles, and conferences. The

ERIC/ECE.Newsletter also describes 'practical projects cu ently in prog

report d* teachers -and. adtitatti4toxis
Tor-more informationt-or to receive

the Newsletter write:..ERIC/ECE Clearinghouse,-805 W. Pennsylvania Avenue,

Urbana, Illinois -6180.
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